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An outstanding feature of the agriculture of Guatemala is the seasonal
transfer of many workers from the subsistence sector to the export sector.
In a study conducted in 1965-66 the author a n a
employmen t,
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thi s seasonal

using the Lewis theory of development with unlimited

supplies of labor as a theoretical basis.
One of the principal purposes of the present research is the exploration of possible grounds for mutual

benefit between the export and sub-

sistence sectors.
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The export sector of Guatemala consists of large farms producing
cotton, coffee, sugar cane, and other export products, while the subsistence sector consists of extremely small

farms producing corn, and to a

lesser extent, other food crops, much of which is consumed by the farm
families.

Real

incomes are extremely low in the subsistence sector with

many small cultivators not even producing sufficient food for the consumption
needs of their own families.
Because of climatic conditions, agricultural work is seasonal,

In

Guatemala there is little work to be done on the small plots of land of
the highland !cultivators during certain seasons.

The large farms need a

great many laborers for comparatively short periods during the year, particularly during the harvest season.

It is, therefore, a natural

this situation that at least 200,000 small

result of

cultivators supplement their

meager earnings by working on the large farms on a seasonal basis.
Lewis has divided the underdeveloped economy into two components:
the capitalist sector and the subsistence sector.

The first is defined

as the sector which "uses reproducible capital and pays capitalists for
the use thereof.,2
capital

The subsistence sector does not use reproducible

but rather produces with traditional techniques requiring little

or no reproducible capital.

Though Lewis had applied this distinction to

the economy as a whole, the distinction is also relevant to the agriculture
of Guatemala:

the capitalist sector, consisting mostly of large farms which

use reproducible capital; and the subsistence sector, consisting of the
great majority of the small farms, the production of which is nearly all

consumed by the farm family.

In analyzing the seasonal

labor situation,

Guatemalan agriculture was considered to consist of these two sectors.
The Lewis theory was assumed here to apply to the seasonal
transfer of labor from the subsistence to the capitalist sector,

even

though Lewis implicitly considers only the permanent transfer of labor
from the subsistence to the capitalist sector. 3

Other writers have

discussed seasonal or temporary employment in terms of the Lewis theory.
For example, Viner observed that,

in Africa, surplus male laborers in

agriculture became migrant laborers
sector on a seasonal

in the exchange (or capitalist)

4
basis or for a year or two.

Evidence from Barber indicates that where subsistence farmers
are employed on a seasonal basis in the capitalist
eleasticity of the
workers

are employed on a

says, "When periodic
employment
output

labor supply may be greater

by

of the

the

yearly

disguised
adult

indigenous

male

than

or a permanent

unemployment
does

family."

not

where

basis.

exists
reduce

the

sector

the
Barber

temporary
the

wage

agricultural

"As long as the absenteeism of adult male workers did not alter the
family's agricultural output there would be no tendency for the supply
6

of labor to lose its elasticity."

The small farmer contributes his labor both to the production of
subsistence crops and to the production of export crops; therefore, his
contribution to the national product is greater than if he were employed
solely in the subsistence sector or solely in the export sector.

To

the extent that the hiring of labor from the subsistence farms takes
place during the slack season on the farms, the supply of labor in Guatemala can be considered to be unlimited.
Historically, labor legislation and decrees in Guatemala have had
a premise of an actual scarcity of labor and have implicitly assumed
that compulsion has been-necessary for the recruitment of agricultural
labor.

The spirit of legislation seems to have been at variance with

the underlying economic relations. 7
coercive

policies

gradually

become

Concurrently with the operation of

of labor recruitment, the highland areas have
overcrowded by an increasing population engaged in

subsistence agriculture.

This growing population of the highlands has,

in fact, created a labor surplus of the kind visualized in the Lewis
formulation, at least on a seasonal basis.
under

econom ic

p res su re

Thus the highlanders were

to seek seasonal employment in

large-scale agriculture in other parts of the country, even as coercive
labor recruitment policies were given public sanction.

- 5Such a situation of mutual need should provide a considerable
zone of reciprocal advantage; the highlanders need employment and the
large-scale farmers need a seasonal labor force.

The Situation in Guatemala
As in most underdeveloped countries, a large proportion (71% according to the 1964 census) of the gainfully employed in Guatemala are engaged in agriculture, fishing, hunting and lumbering.

About 29% were

classified as permanently employed in large-scale agriculture. 8

About

42% of the economically active were classified either as self-employed
million
farmers or as unpaid family workers., Therefore, about one-half
persons were classified as subsistence farmers or unpaid family members,
a group which constitutes a large source of potential labor for a country of 4.3 million people.
In the aggregate, Guatemala is not a densely populated country, if
only the over-all density of population of 108 per square mile is considered.

However,

1 i t t 1e

land is available to the majority of the

This is an important point when one is consmall fa rme rs.
sidering the feasibility of transferring individuals from the subsistence
sector to the capitalist sector.

Especially in the highlands, the amount

of land available to the majority of farm families is very low.
country as a whole,

in 1950,

hectares (3.46 acres)

For the

48% of the 348,700 farms were below 1.4

in size and an additional 29% were between 1.4 and

3.5 hectares (8.65 acres).

Preliminary figures from the 1964 census

indicate that the number of small farms was substantially larger

in

1964.

-6Evidence from a companion study which included interviews with
348 campesinos of the Western Highlands indicated that the average
farm size in this area was 2.7 hectares and the average amount of land

9
cultivated was 1.4 hectares.

The average amount of land cultivated by

the 71 migratory workers was only 0.97 hectares.

This agrees closely

with the average 1.04 hectares cultivated by 107 migratory workers with
land who were interviewed in the Schmid study. 10 Since, even with hand
tools,

the average family consisting of two or three male adult members

can work several hectares of field crops such as corn, it is evident
that the majority of small farmers cannot utilize

all of the available

family labor upon their small plots unless labor intensive crops are
planted.
The above figures indicate that there is an abundant surplus of
labor on the small farms.

Not only were farm families on the

smallest farms employed for fewer days during the year than those on
larger farms,

but the yield of corn per man-day of family labor on

the smallest farms was only 0.16 quintales (1 quintal equals 100 pounds)
11
compared to 0.5 quintales for farms of over two hectares.
This indicates that more land can be operated by small farmers
This conclusion

if

it

is available.

is supported by the large number of small farmers

interviewed who indicated a desire for more land to work.
The fact that incomes from farming are extremely low is even
more

important than that the campesinos may be underemployed on their

home farms.

If

their incomes were large enough they could avoid going

to work on the large farms,

even though they

were

employed

-7for only a fraction of the year in their home communities.

Average

net farm income of 107 campesino families was $73.00,while 15 of the
107 families earned an average of $106.00 from nonfarm activities

in

the home community. 12 The average family had living expenses in the
home community which were more than double the combined earnings from
both farming and nonfarming activities, while the living expenses of
the single workers were about 25% greater than their
in Table I .

incomes, as shown

The above figures demonstrate that the small farmer must

seek off-farm employment in order to exist, even at low living levels.

Table I.

Group

Average Annual Family Incomes and Living Expenses of 118
Interviewed Migratory Workers in Home Communities
No. Cases

Average Net
Income

Average Family
Expenses

Average
Deficit

Married

74

$66.52

$166.38

$99.86

Si ng le

/44

101.91

126.16

24.25

$79.71

$151.30

$71.59

a
Total

118
a

This includes 11 workers who had no farm income, but did have
nonfarm income, and four workers who had both farm income and nonfarm
income.
SourceLester Schmid, "The Role of Migratory Labor in the Economic Development of Guatemala," p. 178.

Since corn is the principal crop grown in the highland areas in
which the majority of the migratory workers
the periods of employment

live,

in the corn crop in these areas is a roughi

indicat ion of the seasons in which the migratory workers are employed
on the home farms.

13

Diagram l shows the percentage of workers who did

no work in their corn plots during each month.

Though all of the

campesinos worked in their corn plots at various periods throughout

-8
only 71%, were employed on their own land at the peak season

the year,

of activity

in the corn crop in the highlands, owing to differences

from community to community and from farm to farm in the time of
year that these farming operations are performed.

Diagram 1 shows

that 29% did no work in their corn plots during June, the peak work
period.

Howeverl during the last four months of the year, September

through December, from 65 to 85% of the workers did not work in their
corn plots

for even one day.

Another period of low-level employment

is March and April.

Percentage of Campesinos Who Did No Work in Their Corn
Plots Each Month

Diagram I.
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The principal crops grown

by

farms

which constitute the capital-

ist agricultural sector likewise have a seasonal pattern of labor requirements.

Coffee farms require some labor throughout the year, but the

-. 9greatest requirements are for harvesting during the months of September,
October, and November, with harvesting continuing until as late as
March in a few areas.

Cotton harvesting requires much more labor than

is needed during the rest of the year.

This crop is picked from

November to March, the peak months being December and January.
cane is harvested from November to May.

Sugar

The seasonal aspects of employ-

ment in sugar cane are somewhat less important than in coffee and cotton,
and the number of seasonal workers involved is likewise much smaller.
There is, then, some complementarity between employment in subsistence and in capitalist agriculture.
employment for the coffee harvest.

This is most noticeable in

There is more competition between

employment in the subsistence sector and cotton harvesting.
The small amount of land available

to

small

farmers and the

generally low quality of this land have resulted in extremely low farm
income, as well as inability to spend much of the year in lucrative
employment on the home farms.

On the other hand,

large

farms

have

a great need for workers during the harvesting seasons, at least part
of which coincides with periods of low levels of employment on the home
farms.

The natural result of this combination of circumstances is that

one or more members from each of the approximately 200,000 farm families
who live on their extremely small subsistence farms are employed on the
large capitalist farms on a seasonal basis.

-10

-

Theoretical Considerations
Having a labor force which supports itself for the greater part of
the year and is available for the period during which their labor is
needed by the large commercial

farms enables these employers to reduce

labor costs and raise profits in comparison to the alternative of
maintaining a year-round labor force.

By working part of the year on

their home farms and part of the year

on

Jarge

farms,

the small

farmer utilizes his time more fully than if he were to work in only one
or the other of these locations.

Therefore, his contribution to the

national product should likewise be greater.

Insofar as seasonal employ-

ment on the large farms occurs largely during periods of unemployment on
the home farms of the workers, there is no problem of reduced production
on

home ferms.
One of the main elements in the Lewis theory is the relationship

of wage rates in capitalist employment to earnings in the subsistence
sector.

Lewis postulated that wages could be no lower than earnings in

the subsistence sector, since farmers could not be expected to work for
someone else for less than they could earn on their own farms.

In his

article>"Economic Development with Unlimited Supplies of Labor," Lewis
hypothesizes that wages would need to be 30% higher
in the subsistence sector.

than

earnings

Laterl in his article,"A Review of Economic

Development," he states. "It is not now unusual to find some unskilled
workers in the modern sector earning three to four times as much as the
ave rage small

farmer.~l

-

Averacj

daily earnings of

i-

seasonal

or

migrawry workers of

Guatema~la

(including those of the wife and children) were found to be

S0.88

coffee

farms and $1.25

oon

cotton

farms,

including the

value of rations which were supplied as part of their wages.
data are presented in Table II.

These

Their earnings were 2.9 to 4.1

times

the $0.30 earned per day during the period of the year when the worker
resided in his home community.
the home farm,

Tne daily earnings pe r day worked on

how3.ver, averaged $1.40 for" the 52 days of work required

15
for the average size plot of corn of about one hectare. 1
ings per day worked on the large farms were somewhat
day worked on the small

Thus,

earn-

below earnings per

farms.

This seems to offer one explanation of why daily earnings on
large

farms were several times

the average daily earnirngs of

workers during the time they resided in their home. communities.

Even

though they may be unemployed on their, own farms for a large part of
the '/ear,

they ma

wage much

tower than they earn during the time they actually work on

the i r home farms.

be reluctant to accept work off the farm for a daily

Th i s

mi g h t

no t

be

t rue

incomes were below the subsistence level.

farmnrEs

s uge, ted,

i f
However, as Tax has

the subsistence level may be lower than an outsider thinks

and even an. extremely poor farmer may consider hi mset IF above the subi6

-ist
ence Ievel
As

expected)

from consideration of

h ..

wer level

ol

act.ivity on the home farms during the coffee hiarvest: as compared to
t"hat during

the cotton harvest,

wages

on

coffee farms were lower

-

cotton farms.

on

than wages

12 -

This

s upports- the

Lewis con-

tention that wages in capitalist employment are influenced by alternative
employment opportunities in the subsistence sector.
cating factors however.

There are compli-

Coffee picking occurs shortly before corn

harvest, whereas cotton picking occurs at the time of or after corn
At the time of cotton picking the new corn crop is available

harvest.

as a family food supply, which is not the case at coffee-picking time.
Also, the climate

of

coffee areas is more agreeable than that of

the cotton farms, especially to people from the highlands.

Coffee not

only grows at higher altitudes, but it is generally picked in the
shade, while cotton is picked in the sun.
coffee farms are,
All

in general, more desirable than on the cotton farms.

of these factors

wages

on

Living conditions on

cotton

make

it

necessary

farms than on

coffee

to

pay

hi gher

farms in order to attract

worKers.
Table 2.

Average Daily Earnings of Interviewed Migratory Workers
by Type of Farm
Cotton
with without
rations rations Total

Nurber workers
Average cash

Coffee
with
rations

Su qa r Cane
with
without
rat ions
rations

Total

25

25

50

46

20

4

24

$1.04

1.31

1.18

.75

.85

.88

.86

wiage
b

Average rations

.14

Ave rage earn-a
ings

1.18

-

1.31

.07

.13

.12

1.25

.88

.97

.07
,88

.93

a Workers on the cotton farms who did not receive rations generally
paid S .4'0 to Q .50 per day for prepared meals which consisted of: the
same~food valued at , .14 in the form of rations.i
Ali] workers
on coffee
farms were considered to have received
rations, alithough a few received onlyacOffee, This has resulted in a
loier average value
of rations than wouldl otherwise be the case.
Sourre-

Schmid, onp_.cit., p. 24.

13

-

-

If the -rigratory work force were composed entirely of farmers whose
presence on the home farm in the highlands was necessary for some
per i od

dur i n.g

the

year,

the

d i fference

in wages

be-

tween the period of coffee harvest and of cotton harvest would be
greater than

it is.

It was obvious that the migratory labor force on

the cotton farms visited consisted of a much higher proportion of young

17
men than did the migratory work force on the coffee farms visited.
Of the workers

were under 21 years

interviewed on the cotton farms, 3i%

of age; while of those on the coffee farms4 15X, were below that age.
Apparently, a higher percentage of the cotton workers had fathers or
brothers who remained behind to continue operating the home farm while
the workers themselves were on

large

fatrms

to earn cash.

It is generally agreed by the larger farmers that a good crop
of workers

year on the home farms

.in

the bigh1ands means that

labor will be relatively scarce during the succeeding season; and
conversely, that labor will be relatively plentiful
ing a poor crop. year in the a ltiplano.
of San Andres Semetabaj

in the year follow-

The evidence from the village

supports this interpretation.

In

this village

the activities of a cooperative resulted, in higher crop yields, and
the increased economic activity completely el iminated seasonal employment on Lhe large fincas as a source of income for members of this
community.

Because of this, some employers of-miaratory labor have

the impression
amount of
community
on

income
for

iarje farns.

that

many

in mind; that
each

workers have a goal of some total
is, that

individual,

s

increased

income in

the home

balanced by fewer days' work

-

14-

Generally speaking, the campesinos who had the lowest incomes at
home were those who engaged in seasonal employment on large farms. 18
The average annual family income from work in the community was $269.00
for the non-migratory campesinos and $128.00 for migratory workers.
Because of this relationship, those workers who spent the least time
on the fincas should have the most income in the home communities;
therefore, total income should remain fairly constant as the number of
days spent in migratory work increased.

As shown in Table 3, this was

the case only for workers who spent over 150 days working on the large
fincas.

For those who spent over 150 days on the large farms, average

total per capita annual income was $70.00 to $80.00, compared to $43.00
for those who worked for 50 days or less, $55.00 for those who worked
from 50 to 100 days,

and $63.00 for those who worked 100 to 150 days.

Even though there may be a level of living below which the worker cannot continue to exist,
direction.

the standard of living is flexible in the upward

This suggests that the worker who is living somewhat above

the bare subsistence level

is likely to work nearly as long as the worker

living at the subsistence level.

The migratory workers respond to

increases in wages and better living conditions in a positive way rather
than in a negative way, as supposed by some employers.
Therefore, the fact that the most common duration of labor contracts was 30 or 60 days needs more explanation.

If the average

migratory worker has only one hectare of land at his disposal,

as

-

15

-

did those interviewed in the author's study, and thus works about
this would leave 300 days per year avail-

52 days on his home farm,

able for nonfarm employment.

The workers interviewed in this study

worked an average of 101 days on the large farms, but 32% worked
less than 50 days per year, and another 32% worked 50 to 100 days
On the average, then, the workers a p pe a r

per year.

to have at

their disposal about 200 days of which they do not take full advantage.

19

of

For the majority

workers

in prQductive agricultural work

the number of days not spent

is

even higher.

It is evident

that at least one-half of the potential working time of the average
migratory worker is not being utilized
Table 3.

Annual Per Capita Earnings of Interviewed Migratory Workers
and Families

Percent

Days
Worked

A,verage

No.

Size
Cases Fz
am iy

NOWAI

73.4

$11.36

28.6

$42.75

57.2

22.29

42.8

54.94

25.51

40.2

37.93

59.8

63.44

2.5

24.76

29.9

57.99

70.1

82.75

3.6

33.64

28.3

58.23

81.7.

81 .87

1-50

31

2.5

51-100

39

3.5

101-150

16

3.6

1,51-200

10

201-250

10

251-365

m

Average

Per
of Total
Percent
Average
Capita
of Total. Per Capita Earned
on
Total
Earnings on
Earned
I ncome
in
Large
Large
Commun i ty PM Farms
Farms

Average
Per Capita
Earn i ngs
in
Commun ity

$31 .39

32.65

..

1.1
-M

mbsom

Me-

70.28

WAN

71.3

$28.26
Average
109
47.0
30.78
3.3
53.0
$5.9.04
Only those
cas es are included in which the worker had income from
his own farming activities.
Source-

Schmid,

p. c~it.,

pp.

262-263.

-.P
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There are several possible reasons why the workers do not contract
for longer periods of time and fail to make fuller use of the time not
used on the home farms in order to work

on

large farms.

The evidence

from this study indicated that many workers desired longer contracts, but
were offered only 30 days in most cases, or 60 days in other cases, despite assertions by many employers that they wanted the workers to work
for longer periods of time.

There would be gains to employers if

laborers worked for longer periods of time, since they would probably
However, uncertainty as to the

have less transportation expense.

the employers from conexact future labor needs probably preven t s
20
From the point of
for much longer periods.
workers
tracting
view of the workers,

uncertainty as to yields of the crop and there-

fore daily earnings of the workers would act to discourage longer
21
contracts.
Considering the time available, it is pos s i bl1e.,
basis,

on an annual

for many workers to enter several 30-to 60-day work contracts

per year.

Some do this, but apparently the majority do not.

may be several reasons for this:

There

(1) since the work on the large

fincas is seasonal, there are seasons of the year during which labor
requirements are low;

(2)

some months the small farmer has to work on

his home farm for several days during each 30-day period.
synchronization of field work
the small

with

weather

Since

conditions is important,

farmer could lose more by neglecting a few days'

work than

he could gain in a full month's work as a laborer on the large finca.
Employers may. be partly right in taking the view that migratory
workers have limited wants.

They are accustomed to eating

little

- 17 -

more than tortillas and beans, wearing no underclothing or shoes,
and living in homes with dirt floors and thatched roofs and without

windows.

However, the demand for some purchased items such

as flashlights, radios and bicycles seems to be growing among the
wo r ker s.
While the money earned in migratory work is clearly an advantage for the workers, such earning must be balanced against the factors of a less pleasant climate

in

areas

of

large farms--

especially cotton farms, separation from their families, and reduced
educational opportunities for the children who accompany their fathers
to the large fincas.

There is also the very real risk of contracting

disease or suffering from insecticide poisoning.

Impl ications for Pol icy
Employers are reluctant to make investments in houses, schools,
and facilities for seasonal workers.

This reluctance is easy to under-

stand, since they hire workers for as little as 30 days at a time and
do not hire the same workers year after year.

Even if it were possible

to improve the housing and diet of the workers, their health and working capacity could hardly improve substantially in that length of time.
The same is true with regard to the furnishing of medicines and medical care.

However,

data from this study show that,

in general,

the

farms which paid the highest wages (including perquisites) and had the
best housing for the workers also had the lowest per unit labor costs,
since the workers were more productive.
and coffee farms.

This was true for both cotton

-

18 -

Migratory work has been shown to have advantages for the
employers, for economic development, and to a lesser extent for the
workers.

The latter, however, must live under poor conditions and

wages are low.

The following suggestions are made to help eliminate

the detrimental effects of seasonal employment and to enable the
workers to share more fully in the advantages of seasonal work.
The failure of farm owners to invest in even minimum standard
housing facilities for their workers calls for the government to
encourage the owners to do so.

This might be done by stipulating

standards of housing. health care, education,

sanitation, and diet,

and then employing incentives to obtain compliance with these standards,
with enforcement of the standards when voluntary compliance cannot
be obtained.
ments

In addition, the government may have to make invest-

in the home communities of these workers to bring their state

of health, nutrition,

and education up to the level of other rural

people.
The most important action that the government could take to increase the welfare of the migratory workers
earnings in their home communities.

is to increase their

This not only would benefit them

directly but also make it possible for some of them to quit working on
the large fincas, thus strengthening their bargaining power.
One way to do this
and

other

non0farm

is

to

employment

increase
in

the

household industry
home

communities.

-

Thi's not only would

19-

increase the workers'

income,

but also would

take advantage of workers' time which is not now being utilized by
working on either the large fincas or their own farms.
In most communities, the principal method of increasing

incomes

in the home communities is by increasing agricultural production and
facilitating the marketing of products.

Production can be increased

by introducing improved methods, such as the use of fertilizers,
insecticides, improved seeds,

irrigation,

and diversification,

fact that is being demonstrated in many areas of Guatemala.

a
In

communities where the increased production has taken place on a
sufficiently large scale, it has resulted in more demand for both
agricultural

labor and non-agricultural

labor within the community,

and a lessening of dependence upon seasonal
income.

labor as a source of
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